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Agenda

Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate Change
Time and Date
1.00 pm on Wednesday, 22 June, 2022
Place
Diamond Room 1 and 2, Council House, Coventry

Public Business
1.

Apologies

2.

Declarations of Interest

3.

Minutes (Pages 3 - 4)
1) To agree the Minutes of the meeting held on 26 January, 2022
2) Any matters arising

4.

West Midlands Gigafactory (Pages 5 - 14)
Report of the Director of Property Services and Development and the Director
of Business, Investment and Culture

5.

Grant Aid Agreement for Whitefriars Gate/Former Toy Museum and NonConformist Chapel - External Refurbishment (Pages 15 - 22)
Report of the Director of Property Services and Development

6.

Any other items of public business which the Cabinet Member decides to
take as matters of urgency because of the special circumstances
involved

Private Business
Nil
Julie Newman, Director of Law and Governance, Council House, Coventry
14 June, 2022
Note: The person to contact about the agenda and documents for this meeting is
Suzanne Bennett, Suzanne.bennett@coventry.gov.uk 02476972299
Membership: Councillor J O'Boyle (Cabinet Member)
By invitation Councillor R Simpson (Shadow Cabinet Member)
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Public Access
Any member of the public who would like to attend the meeting in person is
encouraged to contact the officer below in advance of the meeting regarding
arrangements for public attendance. A guide to attending public meeting can be found
here: https://www.coventry.gov.uk/publicAttendanceMeetings
Suzanne Bennett
Suzanne.bennett@coventry.gov.uk 02476972299
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Agenda Item 3
Coventry City Council
Minutes of the Meeting of Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate
Change held at 3.00 pm on Wednesday, 26 January 2022
Present:
Members:

Councillor J O’Boyle (Cabinet Member)

Other Members:

Councillor P Male (Shadow Cabinet Member)

Employees (by Directorate):
Law and Governance:-

O Aremu, S Bennett

Property Services and:- S Cooper, R Moon (Director)
Development
J Newman (Director of Law and Governance), S Bennett
Public Business
17.

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

18.

Minutes
The Minutes of the meeting held on 29 September, 2021 were agreed and signed
as a true record.
There were no matters arising.

19.

Minor Land Disposals
The Cabinet Member for Jobs and Regeneration considered a report of the
Director of Property Services and Development which indicated that Council
officers are continually reviewing the Council’s land holdings. A number of sites
have been identified that are either surplus to operational requirements, there is
expenditure to maintain; or are subject to fly tipping and anti-social behaviour.
The sites, which were identified in the Appendix to the report, may have the
potential to be developed as part of a wider development site, including
commercial and garden land uses. The sites identified are currently used as
pocket parks and do not have any strategic benefits for the Council to retain. The
Council acting in its capacity as planning authority is in principle supportive of
opportunities to promote urban regeneration throughout Coventry and notes that at
least some of these sites may be acceptable in this regard subject to full
consideration by the Council through the planning application process.
The preferred methods of disposal will be via auction, tender process or direct
negotiation following expressions of interest depending on the specific
circumstances of the sites. Council officers will continue to review the Council’s
–1–
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commercial property portfolio for opportunities to identify land and buildings that do
not adequately contribute to the Council’s corporate resource objectives and this
may result in future reports recommending disposal in due course.
RESOLVED that the Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate
Change:1. Declares the sites listed in Appendix 1 of this report surplus to the
Council’s requirements.
2. Approves (subject to achieving best consideration that can be
reasonably obtained) the freehold disposal of the sites identified in
Appendix 1 of this report by the most appropriate means and on
terms and conditions to be agreed.
3. Delegates authority to the Director of Property Services and
Development and the Chief Operating Officer (Section 151 Officer),
following consultation with the Director of Law and Governance, to
agree the final terms of the land transactions and complete the
necessary legal documentation in order to formalise the disposal and
collect the consideration obtained for the sale.

20.

Outstanding Issues
There were no outstanding issues.

21.

Any Other Items of Urgent Public Business
There were no items of urgent public business.

(Meeting closed at 3.20 pm)
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Agenda Item 4



Public report
Cabinet Member

Cabinet Member for Jobs and Regeneration and Climate Change

22 June 2022

Name of Cabinet Member:
Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate Change - Councillor J O’Boyle
Director approving submission of the report:
Director of Property Services and Development
Director of Business, Investment and Culture
Ward(s) affected:

All
Title: West Midlands Gigafactory
Is this a key decision?
No

Executive summary:
The delivery of a Gigafactory, making batteries for electric cars on a mass scale, is a key national
and regional priority and will be a key part of the UK’s efforts to deliver the technology that can
remove the UK’s dependence on fossil fuels. The Council believes that Coventry and Warwickshire
is well placed to be the location for a Gigafactory given its proximity to large scale automotive
production throughout the west Midlands.
A Gigafactory could deliver up to 6,000 new jobs directly, as well as thousands more in the supply
chain, and would lead to significant investment into the local economy. The West Midlands Mayor,
the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) and the leaders of all its constituent authorities
have all agreed that Coventry Airport is the preferred regional site for a Gigafactory.
Following the creation of the joint venture with Coventry Airport Ltd (CAL) and the subsequent
submission of a planning application, planning consent has now been achieved for a Gigafactory on
the airport site at a cost of c£1.1m per partner. Now that planning permission has been secured it is
necessary to market the site to the widest possible range of international battery manufacturers and
investors in both the automotive and non-automotive sectors, and to make the site available for
such an investor as quickly as possible.
This report is therefore seeking approval for an additional budget of £500,000. The funding (which is
a 50% share of costs) will be used to undertake detailed pre-development design work on highways
infrastructure, undertake detailed ground investigation, ecological and archaeological work to make
the site ready for development and thus minimise pre-construction delays once an occupier is
contracted. It will also be used to market the site to battery manufacturers around the world. Making
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the site available for development quickly will be essential to attracting the right battery
manufacturer; these investment decisions are being made in the industry now, and only sites which
can allow development to begin almost immediately will be considered seriously.
Recommendations:
Cabinet Member is recommended to:

1) Approve expenditure of up to £0.5m (as a 50% share) to be funded from reserves (in advance
of future capital receipts) to fund the work streams required to undertake the work project
activities set out in this report.
List of Appendices included:
None.
Background papers:
None.
Other useful documents
None.
Has it or will it be considered by scrutiny?
No
Has it or will it be considered by any other council committee, advisory panel or other body?
No
Will this report go to Council?
No
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Title: West Midlands Gigafactory
1.

Context (or background)

1.1. Tackling the causes and consequences of climate change is one of the Council’s most
important priorities, and with the city’s role at the centre of a world-class automotive cluster its
essential that we play our part in moving the industry away from internal combustion engines
to cleaner technologies. It is now less than ten years until the sale of new petrol and diesel
vehicles is banned in 2030, and hybrid vehicles will follow in 2035. If the UK automotive
industry is to survive this transition, it will be necessary to secure enough battery production in
the UK to support the demand for UK electric vehicles which is rising rapidly. If UK battery
supply cannot be established, the automotive industry will gradually relocate towards the
areas that can meet this demand.
1.2. A Gigafactory is a high-volume production facility for batteries principally for the automotive
sector but also with potential future applications across other industries, including rail,
aerospace and energy storage. Several Gigafactories will be required to meet demand for UK
electric vehicles, and so far, two other facilities on this scale have been announced; AESC
Envision in Sunderland which will produce 38GWh of batteries per annum (enough for c.
400,000 vehicles) and BritishVolt in Blythe which has a capacity of 30GWh (c. 330,000
vehicles).
1.3. In February 2021, Coventry City Council announced plans for a Gigafactory on the site of
Coventry Airport, which is in the Warwick District Council Municipal Area. A joint venture was
formed with Coventry Airport Ltd (CAL) which holds a long leasehold on the site, and an
outline planning application for 530,000m2 facility on the 309-acre site was submitted to both
Warwick District Council and Coventry City Council in July 2021.
1.4. Both authorities resolved to grant the outline planning application in January 2022, and
because the site is considered to be part of the greenbelt, the matter was referred to the
Secretary of State. The application was not called in by the Secretary of State, and
accordingly planning consent has now been formally granted following the signing of the
Section 106 Agreement.
1.5. The West Midlands Mayor, the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) and the leaders
of all its constituent authorities have all agreed that Coventry Airport is the preferred regional
site for a Gigafactory.
1.6. Detailed work was completed in support of the planning application which showed that the site
was capable of producing up to 60GWh of batteries per annum (enough for c. 660,000
vehicles) and will employ up to 6,000 people. The site will support the full battery production
process, taking in raw material to produce individual cells before combining them into the
battery modules packs which are installed in vehicles. The site will also accommodate battery
recycling and will have 500,000m2 of photovoltaic cells on the roof.
2.

Options considered and recommended proposal

2.1

Now that planning permission has been secured it is necessary to market the site to the
widest possible range of international battery manufacturers and investors in both the
automotive and non-automotive sectors. Detailed work has been completed to compile a
detailed list of 20+ target companies which have the necessary battery technology and
investment capability for an operation on this scale, and all of these will be contacted during
June-August 2022 to develop investment leads.
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2.2

2.3

The CCC and CAL team are working with specialist advisors to support the process of
securing an investor:


A senior business executive in the automotive battery industry is advising the joint
venture on battery technology in the automotive industry and helping to further
develop our approach to business development



Hatch is a global consulting firm which is advising several Gigafactory clients,
particularly in North America. Hatch will use the detailed knowledge which they
have developed of the world market for battery production, and of the raw material
supply chains to develop leads for the investors in the Coventry Airport site.



An Independent Distribution Network Operator (IDNO) will work with the joint
venture as the site’s strategic energy partner and will work with us to provide the
100% renewable power supply to the site which will be needed to meet the needs
of the selected battery supplier.



CBRE will work to provide strategic disposal advice by analysing the market for
investments of this type and scale. Using their global contacts in the property
industry, and a targeted marketing campaign, they will generate an additional list
of target investors, and arrange introductions to them.



Influence Automotive, a specialist automotive PR agency which works to ensure
that the West Midlands Gigafactory gets the attention of decision makers in the
automotive industry around the world and helps us produce the public-facing and
investor material which are used to promote the site.

Making the site available for development quickly will be essential to attracting the right battery
manufacturer; these investment decisions are being made in the industry now, and only sites
which can allow development to begin almost immediately will be considered seriously. It is
therefore recommended that the following works are undertaken:


Detailed design of the primary highway access and completion of S278 Agreement
with Warwickshire County Council CC.



Detailed site investigation to ensure no significant remediation is required



Additional ecological and archaeological surveys.

2.4

To date a total of £1.25m of CCC expenditure has been approved for use on the project,
which has been matched by the same amount from CAL.

2.5

The current CCC expenditure and commitments can be summarised as follows:
Activity
Phase 1 to 3 Pre Planning Activity (completed)
Phase 4 - post planning activity (committed)
Comms, Business Development, Delivery resource (committed)
Total

2.6

This leaves a contingency of £66,095.
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Total
£
717,090
£
216,815
£
250,000
£ 1,183,905

2.7

In order to progress the next phase of activity, a further £500k of investment funding is
requested, which will be used for the following activities:









CBRE strategic disposal advice
Hatch strategic disposal advice
Power supply / Strategic Power Partner
Highways / Section 278 Design Fees for Access 1
Priority Ground Investigation Surveys
Discharging relevant pre-commencement conditions
Project Management / QS support
Marketing / Corporate Communications

This investment funding will be recovered from the capital receipt obtained when the site is
disposed of to an investor.
2.8

The figures above represent 50% of the overall project costs, with the remainder being met by
CAL, who will also commit to a further £500k of additional expenditure.

2.9

As well as the direct contribution from CCC and CAL, the project’s regional partners in the
West Midlands have committed to funding an incentive package worth almost £1bn which will
be offered to major OEMs or battery manufacturers in order to secure an investment in the
entire site and creation of jobs on the scale outlined above. This demonstrates that while CCC
and CAL are funding the project development costs between them, the rest of the region is
prepared to make a large financial commitment to the project in return for the right economic
outcomes.

2.10 As set out above, the Local Planning Authority, Warwick District Council (WDC), is fully
supportive and has already approved the outline planning application. WDC officers will be
recommending to their Members a Business Rates discount as part of the total local and
regional partner incentives to secure an investor on the site, which we know is paramount to
realising this significant, and potentially largest UK inward investment. Subject to formal
approval a 5-year business rates relief on a building this size could be worth £75m.
2.11 It is clear from discussions with industry that a considerable package of incentives will need to
be offered by any country or region seeking to secure a Gigafactory investment. There is
credible information available publicly which shows that every Gigafactory deal announced in
Europe and the US has been backed by considerable government and regional support. The
regional partnership which is backing the West Midlands Gigafactory proposal is developing a
highly competitive incentive package for the site which will include relief from business rates,
provision of power infrastructure on the site, continued investment in transport infrastructure
serving the site, investment in skills, and investment in the supply chain. This has been
designed to complement the UK Government’s incentive offer, which will primarily be made
through the £1bn Automotive Transformation Fund.
2.12 The following options have been considered.
2.13 Option 1: No further budget for Gigafactory proposal. If CCC and CAL were not to
proceed with the proposal set out above, two key implications should be noted as follows.
2.14 The first implication is that it would make the delivery of a Gigafactory in the local area less
likely. Any occupier considering the site will want to be assured that any serious impediments
or uncertainties pertaining to the development of the site have been addressed and risks
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mitigated. By undertaking further investigation work and by addressing the detailed highways
design these risks are addressed.
2.15 Secondly, we need to be able to market the site to the global battery industry. Many of the
potential occupiers of the site will be Far Eastern based and will not be familiar with the UK
property market. As there are a relatively small number of potential occupiers it is possible to
undertake a targeted marketing campaign to engage with these companies as outlined above.
2.16 It is also likely that regional partners would reduce or remove their elements of the incentives
on offer if CCC and CAL do not commit to the work required to secure an investor on the site.
2.17 Option 2: Agree to fund the additional costs. This option is favoured because it will provide
the best opportunity to secure an occupier for the Gigafactory site using the approach outlined
above and secure the considerable economic benefits for the city and region.
3.

Results of consultation undertaken

3.1. Appropriate consultation work was completed in support of the planning application, which
was approved as set out above.
4.
4.1.
5.

Timetable for implementing this decision
Subject to Cabinet Member approval the work set out in this report will continue throughout
2022/23.
Comments from Chief Operating Officer (Section 151 Officer) and Director of Law and
Governance

5.1. Financial Implications
The Joint Venture (JV) Arrangement involves the Council and Coventry Airport Limited (CAL)
participating in a contractual arrangement on a 50:50 basis, with both Parties investing equally
to fund the costs so far in achieving planning permission, and any further costs identified in
this report to market the site and make it available for development.
Cost incurred to date are c£1.1m which represents half of the total costs incurred by the JV in
getting to the point of granting of planning permission. The recommended option of this report
requires the Council to incur further costs of up to £0.5m as a 50% share of the costs specified
earlier in the report as being required to ready the site for disposal. If approved, these costs
would be funded initially from reserve balances in advance of an anticipated capital receipt
following the disposal.
Eventual disposal proceeds would be shared on a 50:50 basis with CAL.

5.2. Legal Implications
By virtue of section 1 of the Localism Act 2011 the Council has power to do anything that
individuals with capacity generally may do, subject to any relevant legal limitations.
Approval by cabinet member is necessary in order to comply with our financial procedure rules
due to the source of the funding.
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Any procurement activity undertaken by the Council will be in accordance with the Council’s
contract procedure rules and procurement regulations (where applicable)
6.

Other implications

6.1. How will this contribute to the Council Plan (www.coventry.gov.uk/councilplan/)?
The delivery of the proposal outlined in this report will help deliver a range of economic
development, sustainability and climate change objectives that will help to realise the
Council’s strategic ambitions for a more vibrant and economically prosperous city.
6.2. How is risk being managed?
The Council’s key requirements for this project are to ensure that every opportunity is explored
to secure a Gigafactory for the Coventry and Warwickshire economy. Furthermore, if a
Gigafactory is not able to be realised then the opportunity to create sustainable employment
uses and drive jobs growth will need to be considered. The established joint venture set out to
achieve these objectives through arrangements where the parties participate financially on a
50/50 basis, take decisions on a 50/50 basis and realise benefits on a 50/50 basis. The
contractual obligations that contained within the JVA are the basis on which risks to the key
requirements identified above will be managed.
6.3. What is the impact on the organisation?
There will no be no impact on the organisation. The Gigafactory project will continue as
currently resourced by staff from the Economic Development Service and Property Services
and Development with support from Finance and Legal Services.
6.4. Equalities / EIA
Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 requires the Council in the exercise of its functions to
have due regard to the need to:


eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and other form of conduct
prohibited under the act; and,



to advance equality of opportunity and to foster good relations between persons
who share a relevant protected characteristic (age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion and belief, sex, and sexual
orientation) and persons who do not share it.

Having regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between persons who share
relevant protected characteristics and persons who do not share it involves having due regard
in particular, to the need to:


remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic that are connected to that characteristic;



take steps to meet the needs of the persons who share that characteristic that are
different from the needs of persons who do not share it; and,



encourage persons of the relevant protected characteristic to participate in public
life or in any other activity in which participation by such persons is
disproportionately low.
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The Equality Duty has been considered and it is felt that an Equalities Analysis is not required
as the proposal concerns the potential disposal of land for redevelopment and no Council
service or group will be impacted.
6.5. Implications for (or impact on) climate change and the environment?
Development of a Gigafactory would help to create the conditions for the increased roll out
and take-up of low emission vehicles, particularly as the UK Government aspires to cease the
sale of petrol and diesel vehicles by 2030. This would play an important role in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, particularly along key local routes and within the city centre and
would make an important contribution to the West Midlands Combined Authority’s aim for the
region to be net zero by 2041. The location of a Gigafactory to complement UKBIC and
associated charging infrastructure, would also further strategically position Coventry and the
surrounding area as taking the lead nationally on expanding production and take-up of low
emission vehicles to tackle the climate change challenge.
The Gigafactory would play a significant role in the nation’s transition to low emission zero
carbon vehicles assisting the City in its drive to become a Zero Carbon City and also assisting
the implementation of the City’s Air Quality Management Plan.
The presence of a high-profile development will also help to act as a catalyst for the city to be
seen as a centre for the development of environmental technologies.
The development of the Gigafactory and its immediate impacts upon biodiversity can be offset
through support for the River Sherbourne Living Landscapes project which shows significant
potential for habitat enhancement.
Any potential Gigafactory development will be undertaken in accordance with this Council’s
and Warwick District Council’s planning policies for sustainable development.
6.6. Implications for partner organisations?
Subject to approvals WDC will offer relief from business rates for the occupier of the site.
Report author(s):
Steve Weir
Head of Economic Development
Service:
Economic Development Service
Tel and email contact:
Tel: 024 7697 1074
Email: stephen.weir@coventry.gov.uk
Enquiries should be directed to the above person
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Contributor/approver
name
Contributors:
Adam Hunt

Suzanne Bennett

Title

Service Area

Date doc
sent out

Date response
received or
approved

Strategic Lead –
Property and
Development
Governance
Services Coordinator

Property and
Development

6th June
2022

10th June 2022

Law and
Governance

9 June
2022

9 June, 2022

Finance
Manager
Head of Legal
and
Procurement
Director
Business
Investment and
Culture
Director of
Property
Services and
Development
Cabinet Member
for Jobs and
Regeneration
and Climate
Change

Finance

6th June
2022
6th June
2022

9th June 2022

-

6th June
2022

10th June 2022

-

6th June
2022

10th June 2022

-

10th June
2022

13th June 2022

Other Members
Names of approvers for
submission:
(officers and members)
Finance: Phil Helm
Legal: Oluremi Aremu

Director: Andy Williams

Director: Richard Moon

Councillor J O’Boyle

Law and
Governance

9th June 2022

This report is published on the council's website: www.coventry.gov.uk/meetings
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Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate Change

Agenda Item 5

Public report
Cabinet Member

22 June 2022

Name of Cabinet Member:
Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate Change - Councillor J O’Boyle
Director Approving Submission of the report:
Director of Property Services and Development
Ward(s) affected:
St Michaels
Title:
Grant Aid Agreement for Whitefriars Gate/Former Toy Museum and Non-Conformist
Chapel – External Refurbishment
Is this a key decision?
No

Executive Summary:
In March 2022, Historic Coventry Trust (HCT) sought the Council’s assistance to secure time
limited grant funding from Historic England (HE) before the financial year end March 2022.
The funding proposed is to assist with the repair of the external fabric of Whitefriars Gate (the old
Toy Museum) and the Non-Conformist Chapel (London Road Cemetery) both owned by
Coventry City Council (CCC) and are two of the three remaining buildings under CCC’s control
that are likely to be transferred to HCT in due course (as per the Framework Agreement with
HCT). It is anticipated that these properties will ultimately be transferred to the Trust once viable
business cases are received and approved, as per the requirement set out in Cabinet Report
dated November 2017 – “Historic Framework Agreement.”
The purpose of this report is to seek the Cabinet Member’s retrospective approval to enter into
grant aid agreements with relevant parties.
Recommendations:
The Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate Change is recommended to:
1. Approve retrospectively the Grant Aid Agreement (GAA) between the Council, Historic
Coventry Trust and Historic England to secure grant aid funding of £460,000 in March
2022.
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List of Appendices included:
Appendix 1 - Site Plans for Whitefriars Gate and Non-Conformist Chapel
Other useful background papers:
None
Has it been or will it be considered by Scrutiny?
No
Has it been or will it be considered by any other Council Committee, Advisory Panel or
other body?
No
Will this report go to Council?
No
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Report title: Grant Aid Agreement for Whitefriars Gate/Former Toy Museum and Non-Conformist
Chapel – External Refurbishment

1.

Context (or background)

1.1

Cabinet have previously approved the report titled “Heritage Framework Agreement” on the 28th
November 2017. This included a list of historic properties and their transfer to Historic Coventry
Trust (HCT), subject to receiving satisfactory business cases for each property.

1.2

HCT approached the Council in March 2022 and indicated that Historic England had time limited
unspent funds which could be allocated to assist historic properties in Coventry before the 31st
March 2022. Historic England offered a grant of £180,000 grant for each property (Whitefriars
Gate and Non-Conformist Chapel) and the Architectural Heritage fund also confirmed an
additional £100,000 for Whitefriars Gate - Total available grant of £460,000. HCT were required
to find £36,000 match-funding for the Non-conformist Chapel. This would be made available from
either the income received from other properties already transferred over to HCT (Hales
Street/Burges) or other fund-raising donations to cover the matched requirement.

1.3

Grant Aid Agreement (GAA)

1.4

To secure the grant, a tri party grant agreement was required which means CCC would need to
also sign and be subject to the grant conditions. The two key conditions for CCC are a) The
public must be able to view to the buildings for 10 years and b) If CCC didn’t transfer the
properties to HCT and wished to transfer to a third party, HE would need to be consulted and
there is a risk of clawback if the buildings are sold for a profit within the 10 years post works.
50% of the grant was to be paid out to HCT on the commencement of the project i.e., before the
end of March 2022 with works needing to be completed by March 2023. HCT are in receipt of
these funds with work programmed for late July 2022.

1.5

1.6

The Works

1.7

The works will comprise of repairs to the buildings external structure and fabric. These works are
required to prevent further deterioration of the buildings. All works to the properties will be the
responsibility of HCT to undertake and obtain all necessary approvals.

1.8

On the basis that the grant funding is a fixed sum for the proposed works and due to cost
inflation in the construction industry at present, should the price to undertake the tendered works
exceed the budget, the works schedule (in consultation with HE) would be reduced in line with
budget limiting HCT’s risk of overspend.

2.

Option and recommended proposal
Option 1. To retrospectively approve the Grant Aid Agreement and formalise the legal
requirement .

2.1

In light of the tight timescale involved, the Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate
Change has ‘in principle’ approved the GAA, which was required to be signed prior to the 31st of
March 2022, to secure the funding from HE within the time constraints with HCT and HE party to
the agreement.
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3.

Results of consultation undertaken
Due to the tight timescale involved, the Cabinet Member for Jobs, Regeneration and Climate
Change was consulted prior to the Council signing the GAA agreement.

4.

Timetable for implementing this decision

4.1

The GAA agreement was successfully completed prior to the timed deadline date of 31st March
2022 and the funding secured. This report seeks retrospective approval to the agreement.

5.

Comments from the Chief Operating Officer (Section 151 Officer) and the Director of Law
and Governance

5.1

Financial implications
The financial risk is considered very minimal on the basis that ‘financial clawback’ will only apply
if the Council and HCT do not enter into a long lease for either Whitefriars Gate or NonConformist Chapel. This is a financial risk to HCT as they are the recipient of the grant monies,
not the Council. HCT are committed to enter into long lease transfers of the subject properties as
per the requirements set out in the Framework Agreement. There is no cost to the Council to
enter into the Grant Aid Agreement.

5.2

Legal implications
Officers in Legal Services were required to agree and complete the GAA together with Licences
to allow the HCT to access Whitefriars Gate and the Non-Conformist Chapel to carry out the
repair works as per the HE funding, such documents were completed in March 2022 prior to the
deadline.

6.

Other implications

6.1 How will this contribute to achievement of the Council's Plan
(www.coventry.gov.uk/councilplan/)
The delivery of the assets to the Trust will ensure that they are refurbished and deliver vibrant,
social and economic benefits to the local community. In addition, the cultural and tourism offer
will be improved and therefore showcase Coventry’s heritage.
6.2 How is risk being managed?
Both buildings are Grade Two (Star) Listed and are currently on the Heritage at Risk Register and
the condition of Whitefriars Gate is deteriorating quickly. Repairs to the external fabric of the
buildings (paid for by grant and approved by HE) leaves the Council with buildings which have had
a programme of envelope repairs without needing any Council resource. The properties are a
liability for the Council and the grant for the fabric repairs will help the Council manage the assets
and is beneficial for the Council.
6.3 What is the impact on the organisation?
Resource Implications
The impact to the organisation was minimal.
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Property officers have worked closely with HCT to ensure grant funds that are available to utilise
are secured to ensure best use is obtained and will enter into relevant licence agreements to
allow the refurbishment of the properties.
6.4

Equalities / EIA
The proposal does not require an Equality Impact Assessment because the position will remain
unchanged and does not impact on the local groups and local facilities.

6.5

Implications for (or impact on) climate change and the environment
The restoration of the buildings will bring a positive impact to the environment and promote the
environment accordingly.

6.6 Implications for partner organisations?
HCT will be impacted to carry out works on the Council properties
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Report author(s):
Name and job title:
Azim Walimia, Principal Development Surveyor, Property and Development
Directorate:
Property Services and Development
Tel and email contact:
024 7697 2104 azim.walimia@coventry.gov.uk
Enquiries should be directed to the above person(s).
Contributor/approver
name
Contributors:
Adam Hunt

David Butler

Suzanne Bennett

Phil Helm
Names of approvers for
submission: (officers and
members)
Finance: Helen Williamson
Legal: Emma Kirby
Director: Richard Moon

Members: Cllr J O’Boyle

Title
Service Area

Date doc
sent out

Date response
received or
approved

Strategic Lead
– Property and
Development
Planning and
Housing Policy
Manager
Governance
Services Co
Ordinator
Finance
Manager

Property and
Development

23/05/2022

27/05/2022

Planning and
Regulatory
Services

23/05/2022

25/05/2022

23/05/2022

23/05/2022

23/05/2022

29/05/2022

Lead
Accountant
Property
Lawyer
Director
Property
Services and
Development
Cabinet
Member for
Jobs,
Regeneration
and Climate
Change

Financial
Management
Law and
Governance

23/05/2022

26/05/2022

23/05/2022

26/05/2022

30/05/2022

30/05/2022

27/05/2022

30/05/2022

Law and
Governance
Financial
Management

This report is published on the council's website:
www.coventry.gov.uk/meetings
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Appendix 1 Whitefriars Gate/Former Toy Museum and Non-Conformist Chapel
The properties are managed, maintained and part of Property portfolio.
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